¡Bienvenidos!
Benvinguts!

Núria BOGET, Eduard MÁRQUEZ & Joan BARTOLL

Dietmar MÜLLER-GRABHERR
BARCELONA – our meeting

WEDNESDAY, 3 OCT 2018
✓ WELCOME & SETTING THE SCENE
✓ SOIL CONTAMINATION AND MANAGEMENT IN CATALONIA
✓ MANAGING EXCAVATED SOIL: policies & legislation, strategies & practices, case study

THURSDAY, 4 OCT 2018
✓ WHAT’S ON: European countries, networks & international initiatives
✓ European Soil Agenda, Research
✓ Network Activities: diffuse soil pollution, CF transition (towards 2030)
✓ WG “Soil as a Resource”: 4th meeting
  AGENDA COMMITTEE MEETING (18:00 – 19:00)

FRIDAY, 5 OCT 2018
✓ Field trip (departure: 8:00!)
  ✗ Open work party (14:00 onwards)
WELCOME

on behalf of the
Waste Agency of Catalonia

Mr Josep Mª TOST
1 – Getting acquainted (introducing yourself)

• New colleagues:
  • BELGIUM / Flanders: Kris VAN LOOY (OVAM)
  • DENMARK: Bente VILLUMSEN (Danish Regions)
  • FRANCE: Samuel COSSY (BRGM)
  • SLOVAKIA: Katarina PALUCHOVA (SAZP)
  • SWEDEN: Åsa VALLEY (NATURVÅRDSVERKET)

• guests today:
  • CABERNET: Paul Nathanail
  • Catalanian delegates / experts

• recalling names (all)
SESSION 1 (13:30 – 15:00)
- WELCOME & SETTING THE SCENE
  - Country Information & General Matters

SESSION 2 (15:30 – 17:30)
- MANAGING EXCAVATED SOIL IN URBAN AREAS:
  - policy & legislation
  - strategies & practices
  - Case study
1 – Country Information

The Waste Agency of Catalonia:
Josep Mª TOST

The Management of Soil Contamination in Catalonia: Oriol ROSELLÓ

(Managing Contamination in Andorra)
Policies & Legislation

- **Flanders**: policy on excavated soils
  Johan CEENAEME

- **The Netherlands**
  Co MOLENAAR

- **Italy**
  Antonella VECCHIO
Strategies & Practices

- Finland Helsinki
  Jussi REINIKAINEN

- French strategy concerning excavated soils
  Antoine BILLARD

- The Catalanian approach
  Waste Agency of Catalonia
Case Study Introduction & Discussion
Eduard MÁRQUEZ, Núria BOGET & Joan BARTOLL

Valorisation

French Guide for the reuse of pot. cont. excavated soil in off-site development projects

A. BILLARD & S. COUSSY
BARCELONA – 1st day: IT’S DONE (!?)

ENJOY / JOIN

THE TOWN

YOUR EVENING!

Get together (19:00)

☑ Hotel Gallery Barcelona (next to our meeting venue)